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Abstract

Recently, regression-based methods have dominated the
field of 3D human pose and shape estimation. Despite their
promising results, a common issue is the misalignment be-
tween predictions and image observations, often caused by
minor joint rotation errors that accumulate along the kine-
matic chain. To address this issue, we propose to construct
dense correspondences between initial human model esti-
mates and the corresponding images that can be used to
refine the initial predictions. To this end, we utilize ren-
derings of the 3D models to predict per-pixel 2D displace-
ments between the synthetic renderings and the RGB im-
ages. This allows us to effectively integrate and exploit ap-
pearance information of the persons. Our per-pixel dis-
placements can be efficiently transformed to per-visible-
vertex displacements and then used for 3D model refine-
ment by minimizing a reprojection loss. To demonstrate the
effectiveness of our approach, we refine the initial 3D hu-
man mesh predictions of multiple models using different re-
finement procedures on 3DPW and RICH. We show that our
approach not only consistently leads to better image-model
alignment, but also to improved 3D accuracy.

1. Introduction
Reconstructing 3D human pose and shape from RGB im-

ages is a long-standing and fundamental problem in com-
puter vision due to its various applications in e.g. medicine,
sports, AR/VR and animation. Powered by deep CNNs
and vision transformers, regression-based methods have
made rapid progress and achieve state-of-the-art perfor-
mance. Given a single image or video sequence, they learn
to predict the parameters of a human body model (e.g.
SMPL [41]) in a data-driven way. Despite the promis-
ing results and high efficiency, regression-based methods
typically suffer from coarse alignment between predicted
meshes and image evidence [79] (see Fig. 1, top right).
This is often caused by minor joint rotation errors that ac-

†Work primarily done during an internship at Epic Games.

Figure 1. Given an initial 3D human model estimate, we predict
per-pixel 2D displacements between renderings of the 3D model
and the given image that we subsequently use to refine the initial
prediction. For clarity, only a sparse subset of displacement vec-
tors is shown. Image is taken from RICH [22].

cumulate along the kinematic chain, resulting in noticeable
drift of joint positions. Furthermore, the non-linear map-
ping from image features to global body model parameters
together with the complex nature of human appearances
makes human body representations extremely difficult to
regress accurately without any form of error-feedback loop.
Nevertheless, high-precision estimates are crucial in various
applications, especially when interacting with other people
or objects in the (virtual) world.

Recently, methods have been introduced that propose to
refine an initial regressed human mesh prediction [18, 27,
33, 34, 39, 54, 61, 79]. They focus on either generating 3D
pseudo-annotations [27, 33, 39], adapting a model to out-
of-domain videos [54], or on the more general task of im-
proving the 3D accuracy for unconstrained monocular im-
ages [18, 34, 61, 79]. All of these methods primarily rely on
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a data term defined as the reprojection loss between given
2D joints and the projection of the regressed body model
joints. Target 2D joints are either obtained by an off-the-
shelf 2D pose estimator such as OpenPose [7], or manually
annotated in an offline setting. However, the resulting hu-
man meshes are extremely sensitive to the quality of the
given 2D joints. Joo et al. [27] observed that even man-
ually annotated keypoints often contain non-negligible er-
rors, causing artifacts such as foreshortening in 3D. They
completely ignore the hip and ankle keypoints, since they
found them to be particularly noisy. This sensitivity is even
more pronounced when using 2D joint predictions, making
it extremely challenging to achieve improvement of the ini-
tial 3D body estimate. There are a lot of cases in which the
post-processing step even leads to a degradation in 3D ac-
curacy [18, 27, 34, 61]. We introduce a drop-in replacement
for sparse 2D keypoints that can be used for refining 3D
human mesh predictions without requiring manual annota-
tions, and show that the typical 25 keypoints used by [7] are
not sufficient to robustly constrain the full human body.

Instead of using keypoints for refinement, we learn dense
2D correspondences that can be effectively used as image
cues for refining estimated 3D human meshes in realistic
and challenging in-the-wild scenarios. We leverage initial
3D mesh estimates generated by state-of-the-art regression-
based pose estimators [31, 34, 45] and learn 2D displace-
ments between renderings of the predictions and the corre-
sponding images. This allows us to integrate and exploit
appearance information of the person and utilize 3D infor-
mation in the form of depth and normal renderings. By
taking into account the initial human mesh prediction, the
network only has to learn small displacements while being
able to adapt to typical prediction errors. Furthermore, only
image displacements need to be learned compared to com-
plex pixel to 3D body surface mappings required by Dense-
Pose [18, 19]. Instead of designing a specialized regressor
architecture to improve image-model alignment [79], our
approach can be combined with any 3D human mesh re-
gressor and benefits from advances in that field, as well as
advances in optimization techniques [9, 56]. Using 2D cor-
respondences for refinement leads to better image-model
alignment and to improved 3D accuracy. As shown in
Fig. 1, even accurate 3D estimates can be further refined.

To evaluate our approach, we refine the initial 3D hu-
man mesh predictions of multiple models [31, 34, 45] using
different fitting procedures [5, 34, 46] on 3DPW [65] and
RICH [22]. We compare the performance of using Open-
Pose [7], DensePose [19] and our displacement fields for
the reprojection loss in optimization. We show that our dis-
placement fields lead to significantly better performance in
almost all settings and metrics. Additionally, we demon-
strate that our model is robust to noisy and erroneous texture
estimates, as well as to changes in illumination.

To summarize, our main contributions are:

• We present a method to learn per-pixel 2D correspon-
dences between renderings of a 3D human mesh and
an image that enables 3D human mesh refinement.

• The appearance information of the person is success-
fully leveraged to boost prediction accuracy.

• Our 2D displacement fields can refine the estimates of
off-the-shelf 3D human mesh regressors and consis-
tently outperform OpenPose keypoints for refinement.

2. Related Work
The de facto approach for monocular 3D human mesh

recovery is to estimate the low-dimensional parameters of a
statistical body model [4, 41, 46, 69] such as SMPL [41].

Optimization-based approaches have historically been
the leading paradigm for model-based 3D human mesh esti-
mation. They rely on classical optimization to iteratively fit
the body model parameters to 2D image observations. Pio-
neering work in this area [17,20,55] leveraged 2D keypoints
or silhouettes for human body fitting but required manual
user intervention. Enabled by advances in 2D human pose
estimation [49], Bogo et al. [5] introduced SMPLify, the
first fully automated approach. SMPLify fits the SMPL
model to detected 2D keypoints utilizing multiple strong
priors to regularize the optimization. Subsequent work in-
vestigated different data terms, e.g. silhouettes [36], part
orientation fields (POFs) [68], dense correspondences [18]
and contact information [42, 59], extended the approach
to multi-view and multi-person [11, 23, 76], and devised
more efficient optimization pipelines [13]. However, due
to their robustness and performance on challenging in-the-
wild data, recent methods [27, 33, 34, 39, 46] almost exclu-
sively rely on 2D skeletons estimated by off-the-shelf pose
estimators [7]. To better constrain the 3D body during fit-
ting and thus reduce ambiguities, recent work focused on
constructing stronger 3D pose priors [10, 34, 46, 61] or on
training neural optimizers [9,56,75] to predict the parameter
updates. In general, optimization-based approaches achieve
well-aligned results, but tend to be sensitive to initialization
and the quality of the given image cues.

Regression-based approaches [28,31–34,37–39,53,67,
80] use a deep network to predict 3D body parameters di-
rectly. To compensate for the lack of in-the-wild 3D anno-
tations, methods have focused on integrating alternative su-
pervision signals. They often rely on 2D annotations, such
as keypoints [28, 64], silhouettes [48, 53, 62], part segmen-
tations [12, 31, 44, 74], or dense correspondences [18, 72,
77, 78, 80], that can be integrated as reprojection losses or
leveraged as proxy representations. Regression-based ap-
proaches are fast and achieve state-of-the-art reconstruction
performance. However, since they lack an error-feedback



loop, they typically suffer from coarse alignment between
predicted meshes and image evidence [79]. Recently, aim-
ing at producing well-aligned meshes, Zhang et al. [79] in-
troduced PyMAF, a specialized deep regressor with an inte-
grated alignment feedback loop that leverages learned fea-
ture pyramids.

Hybrid approaches. To combine the best of both
paradigms, recent work has explored hybrid approaches.
[48] demonstrated that by initializing SMPLify with their
regressed pose parameters the fitting procedure is three
times faster and converges to better solutions than vanilla
SMPLify. SPIN [33] also uses a regression network to ini-
tialize the optimization and leverages the fitted estimates to
supervise the network. This approach has been extended
to multi-view by [40]. With the goal of generating 3D
pseudo-annotations for 2D datasets, EFT [27] updates the
network weights for each frame to achieve better repro-
jection accuracy. In a similar manner, BOA [54] adapts a
trained network to out-of-domain streaming videos. All of
the above methods exclusively rely on sparse 2D keypoints
as image evidences. HoloPose [18] introduces a refinement
procedure that penalizes deviations between the regressed
body model and DensePose/2D/3D joint predictions. How-
ever, while the image alignment improves, the 3D accuracy
slightly degrades when using DensePose and/or 2D joints
for refinement. Similar observations have been made by
[27, 34, 61], emphasizing the difficulty of fitting 3D model
estimates to image cues, especially if the image cues are
sparse and noisy and the model estimates are already good.

3. Method
Our aim is to construct dense correspondences between

an initial human mesh prediction and the given image that
can be used to refine the initial prediction and thus improve
the accuracy of the 3D mesh. Motivated by progress and
applications in 3D human texture estimation [2,3,26,47,50,
71], we aim to exploit the appearance of the person for 3D
mesh refinement. Given a short calibration sequence where
the person is seen from all sides, an accurate texture map
can be computed [2, 3, 26]. If no calibration sequence is
available, a rough texture map can be build over time [50].
We argue that for almost all practical applications, first es-
timating the texture map of the person is non-intrusive and
adds very little overhead. Inspired by the 6D object pose
estimation refinement approach of Grabner et al. [16], we
learn pixel-wise 2D displacement fields between the 3D hu-
man model renderings and the images similar to optical
flow [14, 24, 60, 70]. Unlike Grabner et al. [16], we uti-
lize the estimated texture maps to generate RGB render-
ings. Additionally, we use depth, normal and unique vertex
color renderings to explicitly provide 3D information. We
train a CNN-based network (Sec. 3.1) that takes as input the
model renderings together with the image and outputs a 2D

displacement vector for each rendered pixel. The per-pixel
displacements can then be efficiently transformed to per-
visible-vertex displacements utilizing information provided
by the renderer. Finally, we use the per-vertex vectors to
perform 3D model refinement (Sec. 3.2). This way, an ideal
geometric reprojection loss of the full human mesh can be
minimized. The overall framework is depicted in Fig. 2.

Body representation. We use SMPL [41] to represent
the human body. It provides a differentiable function that
given pose θ ∈ R72 and shape β ∈ R10 parameters outputs
a 3D mesh M(θ,β) ∈ RN×3 with N = 6890 vertices.
In addition, the 3D body joints J3D can be expressed as a
linear combination of the mesh vertices. A linear regressor
W can be pretrained for this task to produce the k joints of
interest J3D = WM ∈ Rk×3.

3.1. Model Design

Given a single RGB image, an initial 3D human mesh
and camera estimate and an approximate texture map of the
person, we compute per-pixel 2D displacements between
the 3D human model renderings and the image. Formally,
the per-pixel displacement field f : N2 → R2 maps ev-
ery valid 2D pixel location x ∈ N2 of the renderings Ir to
its corresponding 2D location p = x + f(x) of the target
RGB image It. A 2D pixel position is considered valid if
a pixel has been rendered at that position, therefore corre-
spondences are not learned for background pixels.

The first step in our pipeline is to render the initial 3D hu-
man mesh using the estimated camera parameters and tex-
ture map. In addition to RGB, we generate depth, normal
and unique vertex color renderings. Thus, important 3D in-
formation is provided to the network. The unique per-vertex
color attributes are defined as the 3D vertex positions of the
neutral SMPL body with mean shape and pose parameters.
Given the output of the rasterizer and the 3D model, the
unique vertex color rendering is computed by interpolating
the vertex color attributes. The different renderings are con-
catenated along the channel dimension. Next, in order to
predict 2D displacements we map the renderings and the
input RGB image to a common feature space. We utilize
two different feature encoder branches for this task. The
architecture of both branches is similar to the first stage of
ResNet-50 [21]. The only adjustment we make is to use a
stride of 1 for all convolutional layers and to remove all max
pooling layers. This maintains the input image size which
makes it easier to predict fine-grained displacements. The
architecture of the input image and the renderings feature
branches only differ in the number of input channels. Af-
ter mapping both input modalities to the common feature
space, we concatenate the feature maps and use a stacked
hourglass network [43] with 4 stacks to predict the 2D per-
pixel displacement field. We train all network branches end-
to-end from scratch. By explicitly predicting the displace-



Figure 2. Overview of our proposed approach. Given an image with estimated 3D human mesh, camera parameters π and an approximate
texture map of the target person, we predict the per-pixel 2D displacement field between the 3D human model renderings and the image.
The per-pixel 2D displacements are transformed to per-visible-vertex displacements and can subsequently be used to refine the 3D human
model using e.g. SMPLify [5]. For clarity, only a sparse subset of displacement vectors is shown. Reference image from 3DPW [65].

ment fields, the network learns to be robust to noisy tex-
ture maps and changes in illumination. Additionally, the
absence of the scene background in the renderings can be
easily dealt with. We found that despite the similarity in
task, deep optical flow models (e.g. [24,60,70]) do not per-
form well, even when retrained on human mesh data and
when two separate feature encoders are used. We hypothe-
size that the 4D correlation volume build by these methods
cannot effectively handle large differences in illumination
between the rendered and input image. Furthermore, it is
extremely challenging to learn a feature mapping that makes
correlating normal and depth features with image features
meaningful.

Optimization. We train our model in a fully-supervised
manner. Given an image with corresponding ground-truth
SMPL pose θ̂ and shape β̂ parameters and camera projec-
tion function π̂ : R3 → R2, together with a second set of
SMPL and camera parameters θ, β, π, we first obtain the
ground-truth 2D per-vertex displacement field v̂ ∈ RN×2

between the projection of both 3D human meshes:

v̂ = π̂(M(θ̂, β̂))− π(M(θ,β)). (1)

The parameters θ, β, π are either obtained by random per-
turbations of the corresponding ground-truth parameters or
by using the regressed values of some pretrained SMPL pre-
diction model (e.g. [31, 34, 45]). Since we supervise on
the pixel level, the per-vertex displacement field needs to
be transformed to a per-pixel displacement field. This is
done by interpolating the per-vertex displacements across
the projected triangle surfaces using barycentric coordi-
nates. Formally, the 2D ground-truth displacement of the
pixel at position (x, y) is computed as:

f̂x,y =

3∑
i=1

bx,y,i · v̂△IndexMapx,y,i
(2)

where △IndexMapx,y,i
indexes the i-th vertex of the triangle

visible at (x, y) and bx,y,i is the corresponding barycentric
coordinate.

Finally, we supervise our network on the l1 distance be-
tween the ground-truth and predicted 2D per-pixel displace-
ment field:

L =
1

WH

W∑
x=1

H∑
y=1

mx,y||f̂x,y − fx,y||1, (3)

where mx,y is 1 if a pixel has been rendered at position
(x, y) and 0 otherwise. The loss is applied at the end of
each stacked hourglass stack and the output of the last layer
is used as the final prediction.

3.2. 3D Human Mesh Refinement

SMPLify [5] is a popular optimization-based method
that fits the SMPL body model to a set of sparse 2D key-
points. The objective function it minimizes consists of a re-
projection term encouraging the 3D body model to explain
the observed 2D keypoints and of pose and shape priors that
regularize the fit. More specifically, the optimal fit is given
by:

(θ∗,β∗,π∗) = argmin
θ,β,π

λ2DL2D+

λθLθ + λβLβ + λαLα,
(4)

with re-projection term L2D , 3D pose prior Lθ, shape reg-
ularizer Lβ and joint bending term Lα. The re-projection
term in the original paper calculates the distance between
estimated 2D pose keypoints such as [7] and the corre-
sponding projected joint locations of the SMPL model.
Since the camera parameters are usually unknown, they
must be optimized together with the body parameters. The



bending term Lα =
∑

i∈(elbows,knees) exp(θi) penalizes
unnatural rotations of elbows and knees, the shape regular-
izer is given as Lβ = ∥β∥2 and the 3D pose prior Lθ is
expressed via a Gaussian mixture model. In order to better
constrain the 3D body during fitting and thus reduce am-
biguities, recent work [10, 34, 46, 61] focused on designing
stronger 3D pose priors to replace the GMM. However, the
success of fitting the parametric body model depends heav-
ily on the initialization, the balance of data and prior terms
and the quality of the sparse 2D keypoints [5, 27, 36].

We approach the problem from a different angle and ar-
gue that a main source of ambiguity is the insufficient data
term L2D . There can be a lot of different mesh configura-
tions that explain the observed sparse 2D keypoints [34,66].
Motivated by these limitations, we propose to replace the
sparse 2D keypoints with our dense per-pixel displacement
fields. To do this, the predicted per-pixel 2D displacement
vectors need to be transformed to per-vertex displacements.
For vertex i, this is achieved by accumulating the 2D vec-
tors for all pixel positions (x, y) for which the vertex i is
a vertex of the triangle visible at (x, y). Formally, the dis-
placement vi of vertex i is computed as:

vi =
1∑

x,y bx,y,i

∑
x,y

(bx,y,i · fx,y)

∀x, y : i ∈ △IndexMapx,y
,

(5)

where fx,y is the predicted 2D displacement at pixel posi-
tion (x, y) and bx,y,i is the barycentric coordinate of vertex
i at that position1. The indices of the vertices of the triangle
visible at (x, y) are given by △IndexMapx,y

. Finally, we ob-
tain the target 2D vertices Vest ∈ RN×2 by simply adding
the predicted displacement field and the projection of the
initial model parameters:

Vest = v + π̃(M(θ̃, β̃)). (6)

Instead of using distance between 2D joint locations we
then define the re-projection term of Eq. 4 as:

L2D =
∑

i∈vertices

wiρ(π(M(θ,β))i − Vest,i), (7)

where wi equals 1 if vertex i is visible in the rendering and
0 otherwise, and ρ represents a robust Geman-McClure er-
ror [15]. In addition to providing significantly more 2D
landmarks that better constrain the human body during fit-
ting, optimization is no longer dependent on the potentially
slightly inaccurate linear mesh-to-joint regressor W . In
the experimental section, we show that using our estimated
dense 2D displacement, we are able to consistently improve
the fitting results over sparse landmark approaches.

1Note that we slightly abuse the notation of Eq. 2 and index the
barycentric coordinate with the mesh vertex index.

Figure 3. Examples of reconstructed texture maps from Hu-
man3.6M, 3DPW and RICH used for training and evaluation. We
generate texture maps by back-projecting the image colors from
multiple frames to all visible vertices.

4. Experiments

Training. We train our model on the standard training
sets of Human3.6M [25], 3DPW [65] and SURREAL [63]
using ground-truth camera and SMPL annotations. Since
we want to learn 2D displacements between a rendered 3D
mesh and the person in the image, a rich set of SMPL
and camera parameter predictions per training image is re-
quired. For every training image, we precompute SMPL
and camera parameter predictions using PARE [31] and
ProHMR [34]. We utilize the probabilistic characteristic
of ProHMR and sample 64 predictions for each frame. To
focus on fine-grained displacements, we additionally use
ground-truth pose with PARE predicted shape and camera
parameters during training. We perform the rendering on-
the-fly at the start of each iteration using nvdiffrast [35].
Since we do not need to keep track of gradients, rendering a
batch of 8 only takes around 1ms and thus causes almost no
overhead. For further implementation and training details,
we refer the reader to the supplemental material.

Evaluation. We use the test splits of 3DPW and the
newly released dataset RICH [22] which contains outdoor
and indoor video sequences with highly accurate 3D mesh
annotations and subjects with varied body shapes2. We fo-
cus evaluation on challenging in-the-wild scenes and the
generalization capability to unseen body shapes and camera
angles. No test subject is seen during training. We report the
mean per joint position error (MPJPE) and its scale normal-
ized [52] (N-MPJPE) and Procrustes aligned (PA-MPJPE)
variants. The equivalent metrics to evaluate the per vertex
error are denoted as PVE, N-PVE and PA-PVE. All metrics
are measured in millimeters.

Data preprocessing. Since only SURREAL provides
ground-truth textures, we need to compute the texture maps
for the subjects in Human3.6M, 3DPW and RICH. Note that
no texture calibration sequence is available for each sub-
ject and that the focus of this work is not on reconstructing
high-quality textures. Therefore, we resort to simply back-
projecting the image colors from the reference sequence of
a subject to all visible vertices and finally calculate the tex-
ture map by taking the median color values. As seen in

2All datasets were obtained and used only by the authors affiliated with
academic institutions.



3DPW RICH

Method + SMPLify MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ N-MPJPE ↓ PVE ↓ PA-PVE ↓ N-PVE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ N-MPJPE ↓ PVE ↓ PA-PVE ↓ N-PVE ↓
ProHMR [34] 95.1 59.5 93.2 109.6 74.9 108.4 126.4 70.3 111.8 152.9 86.1 126.8
+GMM (DP) 101.1 67.7 99.6 118.7 84.4 116.1 129.7 73.7 111.2 155.3 89.2 125.9
+GMM (OP)* 103.2 66.6 101.1 118.3 82.6 117.0 130.6 73.6 115.9 152.7 88.5 130.5
+GMM (OP) 86.1 58.7 83.1 103.6 76.9 101.7 119.0 65.8 101.5 140.7 81.2 115.7
+GMM (Ours) 79.7 53.9 78.0 95.9 69.7 94.0 108.5 63.8 90.4 135.1 79.1 105.6
+VPoser (DP) 96.2 61.7 94.7 116.8 80.8 114.8 125.3 69.1 108.2 151.4 85.5 123.6
+VPoser (OP) 85.6 58.0 81.4 104.2 77.5 102.1 115.1 65.0 99.7 137.4 81.3 114.6
+VPoser (Ours) 84.7 57.4 83.0 103.0 75.3 101.6 110.3 65.7 93.4 137.1 81.7 109.1
+cNF (DP) 90.8 58.9 88.1 103.2 72.7 101.4 118.7 67.2 105.2 140.2 82.1 119.3
+cNF (OP) 88.5 54.6 84.2 103.2 69.5 97.6 118.5 65.5 104.9 138.7 80.6 118.8
+cNF (Ours) 84.5 54.7 81.1 97.6 69.5 95.5 111.0 65.1 97.5 132.7 80.1 111.8

PARE [31] 74.5 46.6 72.9 88.6 61.8 87.2 106.8 55.8 86.6 128.8 69.3 100.1
+GMM (DP) 102.4 69.2 100.9 117.5 86.9 116.9 122.6 67.7 101.4 144.9 81.9 114.4
+GMM (OP)* 94.1 60.4 92.4 108.7 75.6 107.9 124.4 66.5 105.8 144.5 80.5 119.3
+GMM (OP) 80.8 54.4 79.0 97.4 72.9 96.3 112.1 58.3 89.4 131.0 71.6 102.2
+GMM (Ours) 65.5 44.5 63.6 79.6 59.4 78.1 95.2 51.6 71.4 117.3 64.7 84.9
+VPoser (DP) 89.7 51.0 88.1 102.5 65.6 101.6 111.7 56.0 91.2 132.2 68.3 103.2
+VPoser (OP) 73.0 45.0 69.8 87.6 59.9 84.3 104.2 52.8 83.1 121.9 65.3 95.0
+VPoser (Ours) 65.2 43.5 63.4 79.3 58.0 77.6 93.9 50.7 70.9 115.1 63.0 83.9

HMR+ [28, 45] 83.0 52.1 81.5 98.1 70.8 96.1 119.3 62.4 101.6 144.6 78.5 117.3
+GMM (OP) 83.0 56.2 80.9 100.3 74.9 98.7 115.7 62.5 95.8 134.8 77.1 109.3
+GMM (Ours) 75.0 49.4 73.0 89.9 65.7 87.0 107.2 59.4 85.8 132.3 74.2 101.2
+GMM (Ours)† 74.5 49.3 72.6 89.6 65.2 86.5 106.6 59.1 85.6 132.4 73.5 100.9
+VPoser (OP) 79.1 52.0 76.2 96.8 72.7 94.1 113.4 61.2 95.6 133.3 76.9 110.0
+VPoser (Ours) 78.4 52.6 76.5 95.6 71.8 93.0 110.8 62.5 90.4 135.8 77.7 106.2
+VPoser (Ours)† 78.2 52.5 76.4 95.4 71.4 92.7 110.6 62.4 90.4 135.7 77.2 106.2

Table 1. Detailed results for 3D human mesh refinement using our 2D displacements, OpenPose keypoints and DensePose predictions.
The regressed SMPL parameters of ProHMR [34], PARE [31] and HMR+ [45] are refined using SMPLify [5] with GMM [5], VPoser [46]
and a conditional Normalizing Flow (cNF) [34] as pose prior. * denotes the default SMPLify implementation of SPIN [33] and † that we
fine-tuned our model on training set predictions of HMR+. The unit of all numbers is mm and the best results are in bold.

Fig. 3, the resulting textures often contain visual artifacts
and are blurry, especially in the facial area and around the
hands. This is caused by imperfect 3D mesh annotations
and is particularly noticeable for 3DPW. Furthermore, the
reconstructed textures for the subjects in 3DPW are some-
times incomplete since subjects are not always seen from all
sides. We leave the exploration of more sophisticated tex-
ture reconstruction approaches [2,3,26,71] to future work.

4.1. Quantitative Evaluation

To demonstrate the benefits of using our 2D displace-
ment fields for 3D human mesh refinement, we evaluate
SMPLify with three different pose priors on 3DPW and
RICH, using the initial SMPL and camera predictions of
three different models. We compare the results against
fitting with OpenPose (OP) and DensePose (DP) predic-
tions. For the GMM [5] and VPoser [46] pose priors,
we use the publicly available SMPLify implementation of
SPIN [33] and initialize the fitting process with predic-
tions from ProHMR [34], HMR+ [45], and the state-of-
the-art model PARE [31]. However, we noticed that the
default implementation consistently leads to very poor re-
sults, especially if using OP predictions and if the initial-
ization is already good. This has also been observed by
[27, 30, 34, 61]. To improve the results, we modify the de-
fault implementation by 1) removing the bending and cam-
era depth prior term, 2) fitting in the full image space instead

of the cropped and 3) using a focal length approximation of
f =

√
w2 + h2 [30, 39], where w and h are the width and

height of the full image. We scale the reprojection loss de-
pending on the size of the person in the image and multiply
it by 5.0, 0.4, 0.002 for OP, our 2D displacements and DP
respectively. For fitting with the conditional Normalizing
Flow [51,57,58] (cNF) pose prior of ProHMR [34], we use
their publicly available fitting implementation. We only ad-
just the weight of the reprojection term to account for hav-
ing significantly more 2D landmarks. We multiply the re-
projection loss by 0.04 and 0.002 for our 2D displacements
and DP respectively. While it is possible to re-evaluate our
displacement prediction network after each iteration, we did
not find a significant advantage over evaluating it once.

The results are shown in Table 1. Our predicted 2D dis-
placements lead to the best fitting results in nearly all met-
rics and settings. The gap to OP and DP fitting is espe-
cially large when using the GMM pose prior, showing that
due to our dense and accurate displacement fields, a com-
plex pose prior such as VPoser is not necessary to constrain
the pose space. While OP fitting with our adjusted SM-
PLify version significantly improves upon the default im-
plementation, the performance still heavily degrades when
using the GMM prior with predictions from PARE. Thus,
fitting to OP keypoints is more sensitive to the initializa-
tion and has to rely on strong pose priors. Since DP fitting
with GMM and VPoser, and the default SMPLify imple-



3DPW

Method + SMPLify MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ N-MPJPE ↓ PVE ↓
ProHMR [34] 95.1 59.5 93.2 109.6
+GMM (OP GT) 69.5 43.7 66.3 81.6
+GMM (Ours GT) 56.7 36.3 54.6 66.1

PARE [31] 74.5 46.6 72.9 88.6
+GMM (OP GT) 50.5 33.4 47.6 62.8
+GMM (Ours GT) 41.0 26.5 38.2 48.5

Table 2. Refining ProHMR and PARE estimates using SMPLify
with our GT 2D per-pixel displacements and GT OP keypoints.

mentation always lead to a loss in performance, we do not
show the numbers for all settings for the sake of visibil-
ity. We found that while the DP model is generally good
at detecting pixels that belong to the person, the predicted
correspondences between the pixels and the 3D SMPL sur-
face often lack in accuracy, particularly at the boundary be-
tween body parts. Our displacement fields significantly out-
performing the DP predictions for fitting shows the benefit
of learning 2D displacements in the image space instead of
complex pixel to 3D body surface mappings. Interestingly,
using the strong cNF prior of ProHMR leads to improved
results even for DP. The image-conditioned prior limits the
pose space significantly more than the generic priors and
can thus better handle noisy 2D landmarks. However, the
prior heavily depends on the estimated conditional pose dis-
tribution. Therefore, it is not suitable to use in combination
with stronger models such as PARE, since the fitting con-
verges to solutions of similar accuracy as when initialized
with ProHMR. Nonetheless, fitting with the cNF prior also
works best with our 2D displacements. Due to our dense
and accurate 2D displacements, fitting on average works
best with the lightweight and simple GMM pose prior.

Although we trained our model only with ProHMR and
PARE estimates, it generalizes quite well to predictions of
HMR+ as can be seen in Table 1. We can further improve
the performance by generating HMR+ estimates for our
training images and fine-tuning on them. The results are
also shown in Table 1.

To assess the performance upper bound of our approach,
we present the metrics for fitting with ground-truth per-pixel
fields in Table 2. We compare the results to fitting with
the 25 ground-truth joints corresponding to the OpenPose
skeleton, which we generate from the ground-truth SMPL
mesh using the linear regressor and dataset given camera.
Therefore, ground-truth values for occluded joints are used
as well. Despite that our displacement fields only regard
visible vertices, they still significantly outperform the 25
OpenPose joints in fitting. As expected, the performance
gap is particularly large for the quality of the refined 3D
meshes as shown by the per-vertex error. Interestingly,
we found that the GMM prior consistently outperforms the
other two priors when using the 25 GT keypoints.

PARE + VPoser EPE ↓ MPJPE ↓ PA-MPJPE ↓ PVE ↓
PARE [31] - 74.5 46.6 88.6

texture + N (0,10) 3.98 66.8 44.0 80.6
texture + N (0,30) 4.31 68.5 44.7 82.1

brightness + N (0, 25) 3.75 65.4 43.7 79.5
brightness + N (0, 50) 3.84 66.0 44.0 80.1

wrong texture 4.73 71.1 46.1 84.9

w/o texture 4.17 66.9 44.5 80.9
texture only 3.79 65.8 43.8 79.9
Ours (Full) 3.70 65.2 43.5 79.3

Table 3. Evaluation of the influence of the texture. Results are for
refining PARE estimates on 3DPW using SMPLify with VPoser
prior. To assess the robustness of our model to noisy and er-
roneous texture estimates, we manipulate the textures by adding
pixel-wise Gaussian noise, changing the brightness and using tex-
tures of wrong subjects.

4.2. Qualitative Evaluation

To better illustrate the degree of improvements, we com-
pare our refined 3D human models with the initial predic-
tions in Fig. 4 and with refinements using OP keypoints in
Fig. 5. We use the state-of-the-art model PARE and SM-
PLify with VPoser. Although the initial estimates are al-
ready accurate, our refinement clearly further improves the
3D models. Compared with the refinements using OP key-
points, we achieve significantly better reconstructions of the
spine. The sparse OP keypoints cannot effectively capture
articulation around this area, resulting in incorrect arching
of the back. A larger variety of results and also failure cases
can be found in the supplementary material.

4.3. Ablation Studies

To assess the influence of the texture map, we train
a model without texture and one with texture only. We
present the end-point-error (EPE) of the predicted 2D dis-
placements and the metrics after refinement in Table 3. The
appearance information in the textures is successfully lever-
aged to achieve more accurate displacement predictions.
Additionally providing depth, normal and vertex color ren-
derings further boost the performance. Despite the impor-
tance of the texture, using the model without texture still
leads to noticeably improvements. Thus, if only a single im-
age of a subject is available, it is possible to use the model
trained without texture. We also evaluate the robustness of
our model to noisy and erroneous texture estimates, as well
as to changes in illumination. We want to again emphasize
that most of the textures are very inaccurate to begin with
(see Fig. 3). For the evaluation, we add pixel-wise Gaus-
sian noise, randomly change the brightness and use the tex-
ture of a different subject. As shown in Table 3, our model
is extremely robust to changes in illumination and can also
handle pixel noise very well. The performance most heavily
degrades when using the texture of a wrong subject.



Figure 4. Qualitative results on RICH [22] and 3DPW [65]. From left to right: input images, initial body estimates, our predicted displace-
ment fields, our refined 3D human models and side views of initial, refined and ground-truth bodies.

Figure 5. Qualitative comparison on RICH [22]. We compare our refined 3D human models (red) with refinements using OpenPose
keypoints (green) and the ground-truth bodies (magenta). Best viewed with zoom and in color.

5. Conclusion

Motivated by the observation that regression-based
methods often suffer from coarse alignment between the
predicted meshes and image evidences, this work presents
an approach to refine initial 3D human mesh estimates us-
ing predicted 2D displacement fields. We learn displace-
ment fields between renderings of the 3D model predictions
and the images. This allows us to exploit the appearance of
the persons in form of rough texture maps and additionally
leverage 3D information encoded in normal and depth ren-
derings. Using SMPLify, we demonstrate that dense 2D dis-
placements can be successfully used to improve the image-
model alignment and the 3D accuracy of initial 3D model
estimates. Experimental results show that our dense dis-
placements outperform OpenPose and DensePose predic-
tions for 3D human pose and shape refinement.

Limitations and future work. Since our model lever-

ages texture maps, an obvious limitation is that the texture
map must be recalculated when the person changes clothes
so as to not lose performance. Exploring an automated way
to detect change of clothes and then update the texture could
be interesting future research. Furthermore, as SMPL only
captures the undressed shape of the body, extremely loose
clothing cannot be modeled. To improve our approach for
loose and complex clothing, future work could employ the
SMPL+D model [3], which extends SMPL by a set of 3D
offsets that can be optimized for during the texture calibra-
tion sequence. Finally, we aim to apply our approach to
multi-view and motion sequences.
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Appendix

A. Implementation Details
Training details. We train our model for 600K steps with a
batch size of 8 using Adam [29]. The learning rate is set to
5 × 10−4 and we sample training examples from H36M, 3DPW
and SURREAL with probabilities 0.4, 0.3 and 0.3. The images are
cropped and resized to 224×224 while maintaining the aspect ra-
tio. Additionally, with a probability of 0.5, we add Gaussian noise
to the pose, shape and camera parameters. We select the PARE
prediction with probability of 0.3 and take a sample from ProHMR
with probability of 0.5. To also focus on fine-grained displace-
ments, we use ground-truth pose with PARE predicted shape and
camera parameters with probability of 0.2. Following [33], image
data augmentation includes random rotations, scaling and channel-
wise pixel noise [33]. Besides, we adopt photometric distortion [6]
and for H36M and SURREAL self-mixing [8]. The channel-wise
pixel noise is also applied on the texture map.

Preprocessing details. To benchmark our approach, we gen-
erate predictions using the latest OpenPose [7] version (v1.7.0)
and a state-of-the-art DensePose [19] model3. For fair compar-
ison, we feed both models with the images cropped around the
target subject using the ground-truth bounding boxes. By trans-
forming the DensePose predictions to points on the SMPL body,
they can be used for the reprojection loss [18]. For 3DPW, we use
the OpenPose detections included in the dataset. Because RICH
only provides SMPL-X bodies, we convert the provided model pa-
rameters to SMPL using the official implementation [1].

Runtime. The PyTorch implementation of the displacement
field prediction network takes on average 26.4 ms to process one
frame on a RTX4090. Running our slightly modified SMPLify
[5, 33] implementation for 100 iterations with the reconstructed
2D vertices brings no overhead compared to sparse 2D keypoints
and takes around 614 ms and 769 ms with the GMM [5] and
VPoser [46] prior respectively. Rendering and transforming the
per-pixel 2D displacements to per-vertex displacements is in to-
tal done in 1 ms. For faster evaluation, we run SMPLify in batch
mode. SMPLify with a batch size of 32 takes around 644 ms and
815 ms with GMM and VPoser pose prior respectively. Note that
we did not spend any effort optimizing the runtime of our ap-
proach. A highly optimized custom implementation can reduce
the fitting time to a few milliseconds [13], which would enable
our approach to run in real-time. Additionally, by using the re-
fined estimate of the last frame as initialization for the next frame,
the 3D pose regressor would only need to be evaluated once.

B. Additional Results
We provide more qualitative refinement results on images from

3DPW [65] and RICH [22] in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. We use PARE [31]
predictions and SMPLify with VPoser. Our approach generalizes
well to different scenes and subjects with varied body shapes, can

3https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/blob/main/
projects/DensePose/configs/densepose_rcnn_R_101_FPN_DL_s1x.yaml

handle poor lighting and challenging poses, and can even improve
fine details such as head rotation.

OpenPose comparison. We show additional visual compar-
isons with refinements using OpenPose keypoints in Fig. 8. Our
approach better refines the reconstruction of the back (row 4, 6),
better detects barely visible body parts (row 2, 5, 7) and leads to
more accurate depth estimates (row 3). Additionally, body parts
that are visible in the initial SMPL prediction but not in the image
can be correctly pushed to be occluded in the refinements (row 1)
using our approach.

DensePose comparison. We visually compare our refined 3D
human models with refinements using DensePose predictions in
Fig. 9. Each person pixel detected by DensePose is colorized in the
image and shown on the ground-truth human body. While Dense-
Pose is good at detecting pixels belonging to a person, the pre-
dicted correspondences between the pixels and the 3D SMPL sur-
face lack in accuracy. This is especially noticeable at the boundary
between body parts, where no pixels are assigned to even though
the regions are visible in the image. Our approach computes more
accurate dense correspondences, leading to significantly better re-
fined 3D bodies.

Failure cases. In Fig. 10, we show a few examples where our
network fails to estimate reasonable 2D displacement vectors. The
scenarios range from (a) extreme occlusion, (b) very poor initial
body estimates and (c) close interactions and overlap with other
subjects. To improve the performance for large occlusions, it could
be helpful to learn visibility masks [73,80] or per-pixel confidence
scores. The problem of wrongly associating limbs could be miti-
gated by integrating more examples of closely interacting persons
in the training set. Finally, in some cases our refinement leads to
improved image-model alignment but degrades the 3D pose (see
Fig. 11). This is due to the depth ambiguity inherent in monocular
3D motion capture and could be alleviated by regarding multiple
images or integrating scene constraints.

Garments with complex texture. When evaluating
on the 3DPW test subject with the most complex
texture pattern using VPoser and PARE as base
model, we achieve an MPJPE of 68.1 and a PVE
of 81.2, compared to 75.9 and 90.2 when using OP
joints and 75.6 and 88.8 with the base model. Note
that most real world cases allow for a cooperative
setting where the person is first turning around in
front of a camera, which would allow accurate tex-
ture estimation even for complex patterns.

https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/blob/main/projects/DensePose/configs/densepose_rcnn_R_101_FPN_DL_s1x.yaml
https://github.com/facebookresearch/detectron2/blob/main/projects/DensePose/configs/densepose_rcnn_R_101_FPN_DL_s1x.yaml


Figure 6. Additional results from the 3DPW [65] dataset. From left to right: input images, initial body estimates, our predicted displacement
fields, our refined 3D human models and side views of initial, refined and ground-truth bodies.



Figure 7. Additional results from the RICH [22] dataset. From left to right: input images, initial body estimates, our predicted displacement
fields, our refined 3D human models and side views of initial, refined and ground-truth bodies.



Figure 8. Comparison with refinements using OpenPose [7] keypoints on images from 3DPW [65] and RICH [22].



Figure 9. Comparing refinements using DensePose [19] on 3DPW [65] and RICH [22]. Each person pixel detected by DensePose is
colorized in the image and shown on the ground-truth human body.



Figure 10. Failure cases of our approach with examples from 3DPW [65] and RICH [22]. (a) Large occlusions may lead to wrong
displacement estimates. (b) If the initial estimate is too far away, displacements may not be enough to fit the model. (c) In some cases of
close interactions and overlap with other actors the model may wrongly associate limbs.

Figure 11. In some cases the 2D alignment may be improved by our approach while leading to a worse 3D pose. Example from 3DPW [65].


